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ABSTRACT

Background: Software product metrics have been widely used as independent variables for constructing a fault prediction model. However, fault injection depends not only on characteristics of the products themselves, but also on characteristics of developers involved in the project. Aims: The goal of this paper is to study the effects of developer features on software reliability. Method: This paper proposes developer metrics such as the number of code churns made by each developer, the number of commitments made by each developer and the number of developers for each module. By using the eclipse project dataset, we experimentally analyzed the relationship between the number of faults and developer metrics. Second, the effective of developer metrics for performance improvements of fault prediction models was evaluated. Results: The result revealed that the modules touched by more developer contained more faults. Compared with conventional fault prediction models, developer metrics improved the prediction performance. Conclusions: We conclude that developer metrics are good predictor of faults and we must consider the human factors for improving the software reliability.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Over decades, many metrics for software products (i.e., product metrics) have been proposed for software quality management. Typical product metrics include, source lines of code (SLOC), McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity and object-oriented metrics [3]. They are widely used for characterizing some static aspects of source code. It is known that the SLOC and McCabe’s complexity have a positive correlation with the number of faults in the source code [15, 17]. These metrics are often used for software quality improvement activities such as test effort allocation. More and more product metrics are proposed in recent years. The change metrics [16] are calculated from the change history of the source code. The network structure metrics [27] are derived from dependencies among modules.

We have investigated many open source projects to see how and why faults were injected. There, we observed that “software reliability depends not only on characteristics of the products themselves, but also on characteristics of developers involved in the project”. For example, inexperienced developers are likely to inject more faults than experts. Or, a module modified by many developers tends to contain faults, since different thoughts and coding styles are mixed within the module. These observations are not necessarily captured by the SLOC and McCabe’s complexity, which motivated us to consider “developer metrics” for fault prediction.

Many studies have been reported on relationships between developer skills and coding speed or debugging efficiency [20, 6]. There is also a system that measures developer’s activities [12, 26]. On the other hand, there exist criticisms for “human measurement” [1, 4]. Austin [1] pointed out that measuring developers’ activities can lead to developer evaluation unintentionally, so the measurement and the analysis based on the measurement should be avoided”. In recent huge and complex software development, however, it is also
true that that assuring high reliability with low cost and short time is strongly required. Therefore, we believe it essential to understand human factors declining reliability, based on correct and fair analysis on empirical data.

In this paper, we therefore conduct an empirical study to analyze relationships between faults in source code and some developer metrics that can be derived from a software repository. The developer metrics include: NoDRM(m) – the number of developers revising a module m, and LoCRD(m, d) – the lines of code revised in a module m that are modified by a developer d. The empirical analysis is performed based on the following four hypotheses:

- H0: The average number of faults injected per commitment (ANFIC) varies among different individual developers.
- H1: Providing that H0 is supported, the ANFIC can be characterized by human factors quantified by some developer metrics.
- H2: A module modified by many developers tends to contain more faults.
- H3: Developer metrics are good predictor of fault prediction.

In the experiment, we have used three datasets derived from software repositories of Eclipse Platform Project [5]. The data sets contain more than 5,000 modules (Java classes). More than 60 people are participated in the project.

2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Software Development Activity
Westart with the model of software development assumed in this paper. A software application consists of packages, each of which contains modules. In the development, the modules and the packages are created or updated by multiple developers. We suppose that a certain software repository with the version control system (e.g., cvs or svn) is deployed for the project, so that the multiple developers can create, delete and update the modules concurrently.

When a developer changes some modules, the developer commits the changes using the version control system. Thus, the application is revised and evolved by a sequence of commitments. When an iteration of revisions is finished, the application is released with a version number. Usually, the revision continues after the release, in order to develop a new version of the application.

2.2 Hypotheses
Several studies have been reported on individual difference in coding speed [20] and debugging efficiency [6]. Analogous to these, we believe that there must exist individual difference in injecting faults. To validate the belief empirically, the hypothesis H0 is presented.

H0: The average number of faults injected per commitment (ANFIC) varies among different individual developers.

The metric ANFIC is supposed to characterize likelihood that a developer injects faults in the product. A commitment for the version management system is often used in analysis of software evolution [9] and developer activities [10], since it well captures a unit of cohesive activities of a developer creating or modifying software products. Counting the average number of faults injected per a commitment can be an indicator of the fault injection of a developer.

If H0 holds, our interest is then to check if the ANFIC can be predicted by some developer metrics recorded within or derived from development activities.

H1: Providing that H0 is supported, ANFIC can be characterized by human factors quantified by some developers metrics.

Generally, it is hard during the development to obtain the exact value of ANFIC. If this hypothesis is supported, ANFIC can be estimated by alternative metrics that are easier to measure.

The next hypothesis was derived from our observation that modules revised by many developers often contained different design thoughts and coding styles. By contrast, a module created by a single developer tends to contain little faults, because the module is maintained by the developer only.

H2: A module modified by many developers tends to contain more faults.

Some researchers have empirically shown that source code metrics such as SLOC and McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity have a positive correlation with the number of faults [13, 18]. This fact is often used for the fault prediction, where a prediction model is constructed from large datasets measured in the previous projects [11, 18]. However, there are little reports that explicitly take developer metrics for the fault prediction. The final hypothesis below is to validate that introducing developer metrics can add more confidence to the existing fault prediction model.

H3: Developer metrics are good predictor of fault prediction.

3. PROPOSED DEVELOPER METRICS
3.1 Overview
In this paper, we use the term “developer metrics” to refer to any metrics characterizing software development activities performed by developers. Although a variety of metrics can be considered, in this paper we especially focus on the following two types of developers metrics:

(Type 1) Developer metrics characterizing developer’s activities.

(Type 2) Developer metrics characterizing modules revised by developers.

We use (Type 1) metrics to validate Hypotheses H0 and H1, since these hypotheses focus on the individual developers. On the other hand, (Type 2) metrics are used for Hypotheses H2 and H3 as they are interested in individual modules.
3.2 (Type 1) Characterizing Developer’s Activity

To validate hypotheses H0 and H1, we propose (Type 1) metrics in this section. The metrics aim to characterize activities of individual developer in the software development.

Definition 1. Personal Commit Sequence
Let d be a developer, and Appv be v-th release version of an application. Let seq = [c1, c2, ..., cn] be a sequence of commitments to develop Appv. A personal commit sequence of d for Appv is defined by:

\[ PCseq(d, Appv) = [c_1^d, c_2^d, ..., c_n^d] \]

where PCseq(d, Appv) is obtained from seq by choosing only the commitments cv relevant with d.

PCseq(d, Appv) is a projection of the sequence of commitments by all users onto a certain developer d, which is a primary attribute to characterize d’s development activities. Using this, we define the following four metrics, NoC, NoLR, NoUMR, NoUPR, each of which characterizes certain activities of a developer d.

Definition 2. Number of Commitments
Let PCseq(d, Appv) = [c_1^d, c_2^d, ..., c_n^d] be d’s personal commit sequence. Then the number of commitments by d for Appv, denoted by NoC(d, Appv), is defined by:

\[ NoC(d, Appv) = n \]

Definition 3. Number of Lines Revisited
Let PCseq(d, Appv) = [c_1^d, c_2^d, ..., c_n^d] be d’s personal commit sequence. For each c_i^d, let line(c_i^d) represent the number of lines revised by d in the commitment c_i^d. Then the total number of lines revised by d for Appv is defined by:

\[ NoLR(d, Appv) = \Sigma_i line(c_i^d) \]

Definition 4. Number of Unique Modules Revisited
Let PCseq(d, Appv) = [c_1^d, c_2^d, ..., c_n^d] be d’s personal commit sequence. For each c_i^d, let Mod(c_i^d) be a set of modules revised by d in the commitment c_i^d. Then the number of unique modules revised by d for Appv is defined by:

\[ NoUMR(d, Appv) = |\bigcup_i Mod(c_i^d)| \]

Definition 5. Number of Unique Packages Revisited
Let PCseq(d, Appv) = [c_1^d, c_2^d, ..., c_n^d] be d’s personal commit sequence. For each c_i^d, let Pkg(c_i^d) be a set of packages revised by d in the commitment c_i^d. Then the number of unique packages revised by d for Appv is defined by:

\[ NoUPR(d, Appv) = |\bigcup_i Pkg(c_i^d)| \]

All of the above metrics are derived from d’s personal commit sequence, which reflects how d works in the development. First, NoC(d, Appv) represents how often d revised the application, which may characterize d’s enthusiasm to the development. However, frequent commitments don’t necessarily come to the large development effort. So NoLR(d, Appv) captures the effort in term of lines that are actually contributed by d. Next, NoUMR(d, Appv) can measure the scope of responsibility (or interest) maintained by d. Finally, NoUPR(d, Appv) also captures the scope of responsibility with coarser granularity.

Now, we give a definition of ANFIC which is our primary concern in hypotheses H0 and H1.

Definition 6. Average Number of Faults Injected By Commit
Let PCseq(d, Appv) = [c_1^d, c_2^d, ..., c_n^d] be d’s personal commit sequence. For each c_i^d, let bug(c_i^d) be the number of faults injected by d in the commitment c_i^d. Then the average number of faults injected per commit by d for Appv is defined by:

\[ ANFIC(d, Appv) = \Sigma_i \frac{bug(c_i^d)}{n} \]

As ANFIC(d, Appv) represents the likelihood of fault injection by d, it is useful for estimating defective modules. However, it is quite difficult (or almost impossible) during the development to calculate exact value of ANFIC(d, Appv), since bug(c_i^d) cannot be obtained instantly. Therefore, we try to estimate ANFIC(d, Appv) by NoC, NoLR, NoUMR, NoUPR. Thus, the validation of hypotheses H0 and H1 is performed indirectly using the four metrics.

3.3 (Type 2) Characterizing Modules by Developers

To validate the hypotheses H2 and H3, we define (Type 2) metrics in this section. While (Type 1) characterizes the developers, (Type 2) measures the modules with attributes of developers. In this paper, we propose the following two metrics.

Definition 7. Number of Developers Revising Module
Let d be a developer, m be a module, Appv be v-th version of the application. Then, the number of developers revising module m of Appv, denoted by NoDRM(m, Appv), is defined as the number of developers who revised m.

Definition 8. Lines of Code Revisited by a Developer
Let PCseq(d, Appv) = [c_1^d, c_2^d, ..., c_n^d] be d’s personal commit sequence. Let loc(m, c_i^d) be the lines of code of m revised by d in the commitment c_i^d. Then, the lines of code in m of Appv revised by d for Appv is defined by:

\[ LoCRD(m, d, Appv) = \Sigma_i loc(m, c_i^d) \]

NoDRM(m, Appv) represents how many developers revising a module. Therefore, it can be directly used for validating the hypothesis H2. Using this together with LoCRD(m, d, Appv), we try to validate the hypothesis H3.

3.4 Example
We show an example of the proposed metrics using Figure 1. Figure 1 (a) depicts a software development process, where
three developers $d_1$, $d_2$ and $d_3$ have modified two modules $m_1$ and $m_2$. Gray boxes in the module represent a line modified by a developer, and an arrow represents a commitment for the modified lines. Figure 1 (b) shows examples of (Type 1) metrics derived from Figure 1 (a). For each $d_i$ of developer, we can count NoC, NoLR, NoUMR, etc. Figure 1 (c) shows examples of (Type 2) metrics. For each module, we can count NoDRM and LoCRD of each developer.

4. DESIGNING EXPERIMENT

4.1 Outline of Experiment

The objective of the experiment is to empirically validate the four hypothesis with datasets taken from a practical project. The experiment is performed by the following five steps.

Step 1 (Gathering Developer Information)
Mining the source code repository, we first collect information of developers from the change history of source code taken by the version control system.

Step 2 (Gathering Fault Information)
From the developer information and the bug tracking system, we collect information of all faults injected and corrected during the development.

Step 3 (Measuring Proposed Developer Metrics)
Using the developer information, we measure the proposed developers metrics.

Step 4 (Measuring Conventional Metrics)
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed metrics, we also measure the conventional static metrics [3] and change metric [16] from the source code repository.

Step 5 (Validating Hypotheses)
Using the fault information and all metrics, we validate the hypotheses by statistical analysis.

4.2 Step 1 (Gathering Developer Information)
We collected developer information from modification histories of a source code repository. In the modification history, who and why commit which lines of a module for all commit sequence $(seq)$ were written. We create some scripts that parse the modification history for collecting developer information.

4.3 Step 2 (Gathering Fault Information)
From the bug tracking system, we collect information of all faults injected and corrected using SZZ algorithm [23]. The SZZ algorithm specifies when and who inject a fault to which module. Specifically, at first, the SZZ algorithm characterizes which lines in a module were modified when a fault was corrected within the module by bug modification histories of a bug tracking system. Next, which developer finally modified the lines is identified. Lastly, SZZ algorithm assumes the fault was injected by the developer.

4.4 Step 3 (Measuring Developer Metrics)
Using the developer information, we measure the proposed developers metrics. Each of collected developer metrics were defined in Section 3.

4.5 Step 4 (Measuring Conventional Metrics)
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed metrics, we also measure the conventional static metrics [3] and change metric [16] from the source code repository. These metrics were shown in Table 1. As static metrics, 15 well-known metrics were collected using Eclipse Metrics Plugin.

4.6 Step 5 (Validating Hypotheses)
Using the fault information and all metrics, we validate the four hypotheses by following approach.

---

![Figure 1: An example of developer metrics.](image-url)
4.6.1 Validating Hypothesis H0
We confirm a variety of ANFIC with only focus on some developers who has similar ANFIC in all three versions. If developer $d$ committed a few times, ANFIC($d$) sensitivity changes by small number of faults injected by $d$. To avoid misleading a validating $H_0$ by the sensitivity changing, we focus on the developers who have stable ANFIC values.

4.6.2 Validating Hypothesis $H_1$
When hypothesis $H_1$ is supported, we analyze the relationship between ANFIC and some developer activities. For the validating, we test single correlation coefficients between ANFIC and four (Type 1) developer metrics shown in section 3.2. In addition to four developer metrics, we use previous version of ANFIC (ANFIC(App$_{v-1}$)) because ANFIC (App$_{v-1}$) may already known at current version's development.

4.6.3 Validating Hypothesis $H_2$
We can analyze the effectiveness of each metric for number of faults by comparing standard partial coefficients which calculated by constructing a regression model. In this paper, we construct a regression model that using a number of faults as a dependent variable. Independent variables for the model construction include the NoDRM and two conventional line-oriented metrics (e.g., SLOC and Code churn). By constructing the regression model with two types of line metrics, we can validate $H_2$ based on fault density. Fault density which means the number of faults normalized by SLOC is widely used as reliability criteria in general development process.

4.6.4 Validating Hypothesis $H_3$
We evaluate the prediction performance of seven combinations of three types of metrics (i.e., developer metrics, static metrics and change metrics). As model construction methods, we used three well-known discriminant models which are linear regression model (LDA), logistic regression model (LRA) and classification tree (CT). Each of prediction models is constructed by metrics datasets of $v$-th version, and evaluated by metrics datasets of ($v + 1$)-th version.

As a evaluation criteria, we use AUC (Area Under the Curve) value of ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristics) curve according to prediction framework proposed by Lessmann et al. [14]. ROC curve shows the relationship of false positive rate (x-axis) and true positive rate (y-axis). The AUC value of ROC is a widely used measure of performance of classification models. An example of AUC-ROC shows in Figure 2. The AUC-ROC value normalized into [0-1], and the value takes about 0.5 when evaluating a random prediction model.

5. CASE STUDY

5.1 Eclipse Platform Project
As a case study, we used datasets from Eclipse Platform Project [5] since it is large and practical enough. Also, the project is well managed by a version control system and a bug tracking system, which allowed us to gather reliable empirical data. In the experiment, we investigated three versions (ver.3.00, ver.3.10 and ver.3.20) of Eclipse 3.

5.2 Dataset Summary
The summary of the collected datasets through step 1 to step 4 explained in Section 4 is shown in Table 2. In the experiment, we consider that a single Java class corresponds to a self-contained module.

5.3 Validation of Hypothesis $H_0$
$H_0$: Average the Number of Faults Injected by per Commitment (ANFIC) varies among different individual developers.

A histogram of ANFIC for all 108 developers in all versions are shown in Figure 3. The average ANFIC for whole modules is 17.4%. Half of developers distributed in 0% to 20%. Meanwhile, 17% developers had over 30% of ANFIC, and two developers had 50%. This result indicates there exist individual differences of ANFIC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Summary of datasets.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ver.3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch tag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Created date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total developers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total modules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of modified modules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of faulty modules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of commitments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of bugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of bugs/commitments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: An example of ROC curve and its AUC value.

Figure 3: Histogram of ANFIC.
We can show low ANFIC developers ($d_1 A C d_9 A C d_1 A C d_9 A C d_2$) and high ANFIC developers ($d_{10-14} A C d_1$) from Figure 4. Although, $d_{12}$ and $d_{14}$ committed more than 1,000 times in all three versions, their ANFIC had five times different (ANFIC of $d_{12}$ was 0.07 and $d_{14}$ was 0.38). By Friedman test, these differences has significant differences ($P<0.01$). So, we conclude the $H_0$ is supported.

### 5.4 Validation of Hypothesis $H_1$

$H_1$: Providing that $H_0$ is supported, the ANFIC can be characterized by human factors quantified by some developers' metrics.

Table 3 shows single correlation coefficients between ANFIC and five developer features. The * indicates significantly correlated pairs ($P<0.05$). The single coefficient of ANFIC ($App_{-1}$) in ver.3.00 could not calculate because ver.3.00 is the first released version in ver.3 series.

$ANFIC(App_{-1})$ had positively significant correlations with $ANFIC(App)$. In other words, a developer who injected many faults in previous version tends to inject many faults in next version. On the other hand, other developer’s activity metrics had no significant correlations. These result indicates $ANFIC(App)$ can not characterized by metrics calculated by developer activities in current version, but can only characterized from $ANFIC(App_{-1})$. Therefore, we conclude hypothesis $H_1$ was supported.

### 5.5 Validation of Hypothesis $H_2$

$H_2$: A module modified by many developers tends to contain more faults.

#### 5.5.1 Result by regression model

Table 4 shows standard coefficients of three metrics for each version. The result shows code churn was mostly related with faults in all versions, and NoDRM little contributed for the regression model. Especially, in ver.3.10, coefficient of NoDRM was higher than SLOC. This means the number of developers was strongly related with increase in faults than SLOC in ver.3.10. Therefore, we conclude hypothesis $H_2$ is supported.

#### 5.5.2 Focus on Modules

Although hypothesis $H_2$ was supported in section 5.5.1, we explored number of faults for every number of developers in more detail. Figure 5 indicates percentages of faulty modules which include at least one more fault, for every number of developers. Figure 5 shows over than 70% of modules modified by more than six developers were contain faults. Moreover, boxplots of number of faults for each modules are shown in Figure 6. About 80% of modules modified by one to five developers contain less than three faults. Meanwhile modules modified by over six developers contains at least 4.2 faults in average. The result of ver.3.10 and ver.3.20 were same as ver.3.00.
5.6 Validation of Hypothesis H3
H3: Developer metrics are good predictor of fault prediction.

The result of ROC-AUC values from fault prediction experiments for seven metrics combination by using three types of metrics are shown in Table 5. The "o" indicates the case of using the metrics type. The bottom line shows the case of using all of metrics which described in Table 1. The "opt" and "opt" represent the best performance combination and the second best combination compared with other combinations respectively. Average rank of each metrics combinations are shown in the rightmost column.

When constructed (and predicted) by only single type of metrics, a prediction model constructed by only change metrics has the best prediction performance (row 1), developer metrics is the second (row 3), and static metrics is the lowest (row 2). Compared with whether prediction model was constructed with developer metrics or not: average rank of static metrics improves from 6.7 (row 1) to 3.3 (row 5), change metrics improves from 3.5 (row 2) to 2.0 (row 6), static and change metrics improves from 3.5 (row 4) to 2.0 (row 7). Because prediction performance was improved by adding developer metrics, we conclude the H3 is supported.

6. DISCUSSION

This paper analyzed the relationship between developer metrics and fault injection for understand human factors for software development. However, personnel evaluation based on the developer metrics and on the analyzing results are inadequacy approaches. Some researchers pointed out that the measuring about individuals especially knowledge worker must be avoided [1, 4] because individual measurements (i.e., productivity) cannot correctly reflect individual performance.

For example, d14 in Figure 4 had higher ANFIC than averages in all three versions. However, there is a possibility that modules touched by d14 were complex and complicated. In addition, d14 committed over 1,000 times in all three versions. Raymond [19] pointed out that developers should release the software rapidly without regard to faults for tested by much of beta-testers. From this perspective, d14 made great contribution for Eclipse project.

The contributions of this paper is not to personnel evaluation but to understand following human factors for software development based on correct and fair analysis on empirical data.

- ANFIC varies among individual developers as with coding speed and debugging efficiency
- ANFIC positively correlated with ANFIC in previous version.
- The number of developers positively correlated with the number of faults as with SLOC and McCabe's complexity.
- Developer metrics are good predictor of fault prediction.

We suggest following reliability assessment activities based on these results.

- Allocate more testing efforts for modules which modified by high ANFIC developers in previous version. Note that ANFIC must be carefully used by only quality assurance teams which independent from developer teams.
- Reconsider developer assignments and/or allocate the testing efforts for the modules for modules which modified by many developers.
- When conducting a fault prediction, developer metrics should be added as predictors as with change metrics and static metrics.

7. RELATED WORK

Many studies have been reported on relationship between software product metrics and software reliability [2, 7, 8, 13, 18, 21, 24]. Gaffney [8] reported larger modules tend to contain more faults. Korn et al. [13] studied although larger modules contain more faults, smaller modules had higher fault density. These analysis were based on software product features, however there are a little studies focus on developers.

Schröter et al. [22] investigated empirical study based on developer’s activities. This study described a data mining method from a bug tracking system (BTS). The result shows
number of pre-released failures and number of post-released failures for each developer varies among individuals as H₀ in this paper. Additionally, they reported there is no significant relationship between number of failures and number of files changed as H₁. While the results used a single version data, we analyzed using three versions data and studying the relationship with not only number of changed modules, but also with lines modified and changed packages.

Some researchers have been studied about fault prediction. Moser et al. [16] proposed change metrics calculated by source code change histories and conducted fault prediction experiments using the change metrics. The change metrics used in this paper are based on the research. Although the change metrics proposed by Moser et al. contains number of developers, it is not clear that a module modified by many developers tends to contain more faults (H₂) because the number of developers and all of other 17 change metrics (e.g., modified modules, number of commits) were used a single set of metrics as “change metrics” in the experiments. Moreover whether developer metrics are good predictor or not (H₃) is also unknown.

There is an empirical study [25] that uses developer features for constructing a fault prediction model. This research studies relationship between number of developers and faults as H₃. Weyuker et al. reports that number of developers has a significant relationship with faults by reason that fault injection depends on other causes. However, the result derived from the observation that prediction performances were not improved since adding developer metrics as predictors. This explanation is a non-straightforward way for understanding hypothesis H₂ because performance of prediction model depends on other product metrics. On the other hand, in this paper, we calculated single partial coefficients with considering the effect of other metrics. Furthermore, experiment of hypothesis H₃ used multiple versions data and multiple combinations of three type of metrics.

### 8. CONCLUSION
This paper conducted an empirical study to analyze relationships between faults in source code and some developer metrics that can be derived from a software repository. The result from Eclipse Platform Project datasets shows that fault injection rate varies among different developers and the modules touched by more developer contained more faults. Furthermore, compared with conventional fault prediction models, developer metrics improved the prediction performance. However, the effect of human factors strongly depends on each of its development environments. We need more empirical experiments using other project datasets for ensuring validity of the results. Although this paper shows significant positive correlation between faults and developers, understanding the causal relationship between developers and fault injection is our future work.
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